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In keeping with the innovative and exciting spirit of our digital publication, click anywhere on the
above image to view Editor-in-Chief Scott Bogren’s video editor’s note.
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Voices from the Community

Streamlining Campus Transit in Montana

David Kack, program manager for mobility and public transportation at the Western Transportation Institute in Bozeman, Montana his role in helping the found Bozeman’s
Streamline Transit System that serves the Montana State
University campus and environs. In addition to the describing
the system’s phenomenal growth, he covers student involvement in the system and how it has impacted development on
campus

Click on the microphone icon to the right to
listen to the interview.
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NovuS for DemaND reSpoNSe

Demand Response

Solutions

NOVUS gives you the tools to run your demand response
organization efficiently, productively, cost-effectively and securely from any location.
From call taking to scheduling to dispatching, NOVUS is easy to use and designed with your needs in mind.

NOVUS for Demand Response:
• Intuitive, web-based and easy-to-use system
• Powerful, yet simplistic automated
scheduling tools

• Create the perfect balance between customer
service and productivity levels that’s right for
your operation

• Scalable for any size transportation organization

• Accurate and meaningful statistics every time

• Provides secure access to remote offices,

• Coordinated service capabilities provide

organizations and employees

a tightly integrated end-to-end solution

For more info, please visit:

www.trapezegroup.com/novus
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Voices from the Community

A Student-Led Movement to Improve
Campus Transit in Missouri
You can’t talk about campus transit without talking to students. Brittany Perrin is a second-year graduate student at
the University of Missouri in Columbia who is chair of the
Tiger Transit Movement. The movement, as Perrin discusses,
is designed to ensure that if student activity fees are used to
pay for transit, then students have a say in its operation and
design. Perrin and her colleagues are in the middle of visiting
three other campus transit systems to garner ideas for their
own operation.

Click on the microphone icon to the right to
listen to the interview.
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The Commentary

Priorities for Transit in Campus Communities
Providing mobility options in communities with a significant college or university presence is both an opportunity and a challenge. The articles and
profiles in this special edition of DigitalCT explore the many ways communities can address the needs of students, faculty, staff and employees at
these vital institutions. The following are some specific strategies and priorities for transit, on- and off-campus.

No Size Fits All

1

2

Former Federal Transit Administrator Jenna Dorn was fond of
saying, “if you’ve seen one transit system, you’ve seen one
transit system.” That axiom is just as true for transit systems
serving campus communities: no university or college campuses and towns have the same mobility needs, and each one
requires a responsive and effective set of transportation options. Our roundtable discussion of campus transit experts
notes the importance of considering the unique needs of campus communities From large, fixed-route style operations to
small shuttle services and alternative solutions like carsharing
and bicycle programs, determining the balance between a full
set of transportation alternatives requires active and recurring engagement with the campus community – especially the
students, as well as university officials, transportation providers and the larger community. Such interactions – as a college
course catalog might state – are a prerequisite to success.

communicate honestly and frequently with student groups and
organizations – via social networks amd campus-based media –
along with university leaders to share updated timelines, receive input and suggestions and determine how transportation
services can respond to growing needs.
Reaching Out

3

Think Fast!
Unlike planning for and implementing transit services and projects for other types of communities, students at universities and
colleges have little time to wait for plans to unfold and resources to emerge. Their window for change is measured in months
and semesters, not years and decades. In order to satisfy their
needs and attract them to transit and mobility alternatives, action must occur swiftly and service deployed quickly. Of course,
such rapid responses are hardly ever easy. Investment is always
scare, time is needed to order buses and build shelters and
ensure resources are utilized properly. That’s why its essential to
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While people of all demographic categories embrace new
ways of communicating and receiving information, no cohort
of people gravitate more naturally to social media and realtime applications than college and university students. Accordingly, consultant reports and white papers have no appeal to
students seeking to get to class faster. And while social media
mechanisms like Facebook and Twitter are today’s go-to tools
for communications and outreach, they may not be the same
priority platforms in the years ahead. What’s important is those
leaders and officials tasked with identifying and responding to
mobility needs on campus engage whatever media and applications students use to interact with each other and the larger
community, and leverage those channels – which are often free
when involving students – to foster an ongoing and sincere
dialogue on transportation needs.
New Alternatives

4
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Communities of all kinds are considering new ways of getting
people where they need to go beyond the boundaries of socalled traditional transit models: buses and trains. Carsharing,
vanpooling, bicycling, walking, ridesharing and other concepts
are all gaining momentum. All of them found early footholds
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in campus communities. This edition of DigitialCT includes indepth looks at the trends on campuses in alternative transportation options, and where they might located in years ahead. Like a
well-planned course load, mobility alternatives for those needing
travel to – and within – a college campus is more a portfolio than
a decision. One day, a fixed route bus may the best way to reach
classes, while on another, a bikesharing program might provide
the best solution. Transportation professionals need to be aware
of students’ preferences to have many options available to them,
and design a platform of services and programs to respond efficiently and effectively.

institutions of higher educations are major players in the economies and cultures of their communities and regions. They are
often among their communities’ largest employers, and branch
out into high-profile sectors such as health care, economic development and high-tech products and services. With that larger
role comes the need to move large numbers of people who aren’t
students – daily workers including faculty, staff and other personnel – to their jobs supported by university programs and projects.
While the transportation needs of those employees may be more
predictable than those of students, they must still be factored-in
when formulating a mobility approach for a campus community.

A Role Beyond Education

5

Any university or college will note that its primary and fundamental mission is the education of their students. But, increasingly,
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For full details on EXPO 2012 in
Baltimore, MD, visit
www.ctaa.org/expo
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A Roundtable Discussion on Campus Transit

Bob Bourne

David Bruffy

To understand how campus transit issues
impact transportation providers in all kinds of
communities, we’ve asked a trio of transportation professionals to provide their perspective
on the opportunities and challenges of campus
transit. Bob Bourne is the Principal of Bourne
Transit Consulting, LLC, in Ames, Iowa, and
draws upon more than 40 years of experience
in transit management to guide transit systems
in defining strategies and tactics for achieving
their goals. David Bruffy is the General Manager of the Mountain Line Transit Authority in
Morgantown, W.Va. – home to West Virginia
University – and has served in that role since
October 1997. He is also the state’s delegate to
the Community Transportation Association’s

State and Tribal Delegate Council. Jeff Meilbeck is the General Manager of the Northern
Arizona Intergovernmental Transportation Authority in Flagstaff, Ariz., serving the Northern
Arizona University community. He also serves
on the State and Tribal Delegate Council,
representing Arizona.
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How did you or your system first begin to
interact with the university/college campus environment?
Bourne: In 1981, I was hired as the transit
manager in Ames, Iowa. An expanded system
with university and student support and governance began in August 1981.
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Jeff Meilbeck

Bruffy: We were fortunate enough to have
a Board representative from West Virginia
University (WVU). Our Authority originally
set aside a Board position, one of seven, for
a WVU representative when the Authority
was created in 1996. One of the new Authority goals was to consolidate municipal and
county bus service and better coordinate with
the University. The University appointed their
Director of Parking, Transportation and Safety to the Authority Board of Directors. At that
time, the University operated some bus service, including late night “drunk bus” service
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings.
This service was really unpopular with Uni-
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A Roundtable Discussion on Campus Transit
versity drivers, so the Authority put together a
service proposal to take over this least desired
service. Basically, we got our foot in the door
by taking whatever opportunity we could
find. The next step was to create a service
agreement for use of regular bus service by
students. We arranged a tier system where
students could use their WVU ID, and payment was based on the prior year’s ridership.
In this manner, the University didn’t have to
put anything up in the front of the deal, and
they could see how much interest there was
before making a long-term commitment. We
still base the upcoming fiscal year contract
on the prior calendar year’s ridership giving
the Authority great incentive to market and
develop the Authority-University relationship.
Meilbeck: We started cooperative planning
in 1998, formed a Transit Authority in 2006
and launched cooperative services in 2011.
These partnership efforts coincided with
successful municipal transit tax initiatives in
2000 and 2008.
What unique challenges does working
with a campus community present, and
how are the needs and expectations of college students different than more traditional transit constituencies?
Bourne: Students want fast, frequent, free
service (not my original thought, but worth
repeating). If students come up with an idea
for routes/schedules/service, they want to see
it within a few weeks and not wait a year or
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two while it goes through some kind of planning process. Universities and cities have
different priorities. Universities are willing
to spend money for high quality. They have
to convince thousands of 18-year old students to come to their campus, plus graduate
students, transfers, faculty, staff, etc. Quality and success are high priorities. Cities are
mostly cost driven, despite what they say.
They want less crime, fewer fires, less snow
to plow, lower taxes. The only programs
where they want more customers are transit,
library, and recreation programs. Blending
university, student, and city/county needs
and standards is a challenge.
Bruffy: Our experience has shown that Universities are market sensitive and try to be
extremely responsive to students, and particularly their parents. Competition for tuition
and enrollment has increased nationally, so
they are sensitive to parents and the number
of options they have for their tuition dollars.
This can present a challenge for the Authority as the University looks to us to respond
immediately to a parent concern. Our motto
isn’t “the parent is always right,” so we treat
a parent complaint as a formal complaint
and investigate it accordingly. We review
GPS data, pull video footage, interview
the driver and check passenger records for
potential witnesses. Often times we find the
student story to have a unique perspective
when shared by the student with the parent
back home. This sometimes means we don’t
offer the answers that the University, stu-
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dents and parents were expecting or wanting.
These situations can require a great deal of
diplomacy and are handled only by senior
management personnel.
Aside from parents’ concerns, student riders tend to have lower service expectations
than local riders. They are more accustomed
to lines, waits, standing room, etc., encountered as a part of their institutional college
experience. They are most interested in the
bus running frequently, going as close as
possible to their destinations and getting
there on-time. However, when we interact
with student via social media and give them
above average customer service, they tend
to reward the Authority with public, positive comments to their friends and social
media contacts. Of course, the opposite is
true when they feel our service has not met
their expectations and requires us to monitor
social media, respond and sometimes apologize in the public forum if we have failed to
provide service meeting our normal service
standards.
Meilbeck: Students and universities are hightech, high sophistication and high expectation. They want the best and have developed
lengthy review processes, some of which are
hard to discern for an outsider. Decision
making can take a long time and decisions
seem to be made methodically. It is important
to respect the overall mission of the University and the complexity of their processes.
Tell us about how you interact with uni-
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A Roundtable Discussion on Campus Transit
versity/college officials as well as student
governments and associations, and any
funding they might provide to support
your system.
Bourne: Funding is part of the equation. If
you want university and student support you
have to share decision making. Many cities
look at universities as a financial windfall
and do not want to share decision-making
with them. The successful systems treat the
university community as a partner, often with
board seats and meaningful decision making.
Student funding usually comes from dedicated student fees, but sometimes students will
use other available funds for capital match or
one-time purchases. Some schools have separate operating and capital fees. Universities
most often use parking revenues, but some
use residence hall fees, utility fees, general
administration contribution. This can be
recurring yearly contribution or a one-time
contribution for capital
Bruffy: The Authority has a Citizen’s Advisory Committee which has a designated seat
for Student Administration. With a designated Board Member on the Authority Board,
University Administration is well represented, and the Authority always tries to be aware
of the different information sources used by
students when considering service changes
and seeking public and rider input. We use
social media and the student newspaper as
primary student interaction points, but we
also meet with student representatives any
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time they might make such a request. The
University Service Agreement provides the
Authority about $900,000 dollars per year
and offers us the ability to provide service to
the entire community that we couldn’t otherwise afford if not for the University subsidy.
Meilbeck: The University pays for half the
costs of operating the Rapid Bus system
through campus. We couldn’t do it without
them. The University President officially
serves on the transit authority Board of
Directors and appoints a designee who is
actively engaged.
How do the social media preferences of
college students impact your communications strategy?

the high-tech affinity of students, but these
programs are still in the works.
How does campus transit fit within a
larger portfolio of mobility options – such
as ride/car sharing, biking and walking –
for college students?
Bourne: It depends on the structure of the
transit function, sometimes mixed in with
sustainability initiatives, some are very expansive and work on all modes to get people
out of their cars; other schools have very narrow interest.

Bruffy: I view this as an essential aspect of
engaging our campus community. I shared
my thoughts on how transit needs to adapt to
the realities of technology and social media
in my Voices From the Community article
in the Winter/Spring 2010 edition of Community Transportation, Transit in the Age of
Cloud Commuting, Please take a look!

Bruffy: Our campus is actually three campuses with hilly terrain in between. Walking between campuses is not a highly used
option, biking is very difficult, and parking is
scarce. The University has a dedicated Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) system for WVU
students, and it provides about 2.5 million
rides among the three campuses. However,
each campus is hilly as well, and like rail,
PRT stations are fixed and proximity to the
station is an important factor in use of the
PRT or use of alternatives like the intercampus shuttles. Frequency of service is as
important as convenience for most students,
offering them more options to manage their
time on their own schedule.

Meilbeck: We use real-time arrival technology which provides direct access to bus status
by smart-phone. We are developing marketing and advertising programs which tap into

Meilbeck: Our transit system was designed
to be within 500 feet of all major student origins and destinations. Transit has an advantage because our rapid bus route connect-

Bourne: Instant real-time communication is
needed so students do not waste time waiting
for buses.
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A Roundtable Discussion on Campus Transit
ing the City to the University is faster and
cheaper than driving and parking.

in target markets doesn’t make for natural
coordination incentives.

What changes in policy and legislation –
at all levels of government – could improve transit for campus communities?

Meilbeck: This is a huge question with
many answers: Universities can establish
policies that provide disincentives for driving/parking and incentives for transit; municipalities can build systems that cater to
the needs of student populations; States can
provide dedicated funding, and the Feds can

Bourne: Great question, but I think it is
about the decision makers within the university, student government, and transit system.
People who have a similar vision and can
work together to iron out differences will be
successful. One person in any of the organizations can be a real stopper for progress. It
is amazing how transit can make great progress when the stopper person leaves. But, I
am very interested in how other people think
structural changes in legislation will help
transit, other than more money which helps
everyone.
Bruffy: A review of coordination requirements would be beneficial, particularly
where campus transit systems are operating
services that are begin funded with state
money. Services can be designed to be less
competitive and parochial with more integration planning between the community
and University. Universities have students,
faculty and staff as their primary constituencies and local transit tends to focus on nonuniversity populations. Blending the town
and campus services can create synergy and
options for the entire community population, but it has to be planned and intentionally implemented to succeed. The diversity
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reduce the various pots of transit funding to
provide more autonomy and flexibility to local governments.

The perfect compliment to Digital CT is our bi-weekly E-Newsletter, CT Fast
Mail. Delivering the latest news on transit policy from the nation’s capitol, developments from across the country, research and analysis publications and information on resources and technical assistance from the Community Transportation Association and other partners, CT Fast Mail is the most direct location for
the most relevant news and updates in the industry.
And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an email to fastmail@ctaa.org and you’ll be
connected with the next issue of CT Fast Mail. In the meantime, view the latest
edition at www.ctaa.org.
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Transportation Lending Services
Financing

FRESH
IDEAS
IN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Transit Planning/Mobility Management
Multimodal Facility Design
Vehicle Maintenance Facilities
Transit Oriented Development

Transportation Facilities
& Multimodal Centers

As a full service transportation firm, we bring new ideas to
community transportation including recommendations for
coordinating regional multi-agency mobility services.
Call Marlene Connor or Jim McLaughlin for your next
transit solution at 1.877.293.6335

A special loan
fund to develop
transportation
facilities and

wendelcompanies.com

multi-modal
centers to improve
community
mobility and
enhance economic
development

Rockland Maintenance, Storage & Administrative Facility - Rockland, NY
BUFFALO / MINNEAPOLIS / NEW YORK METRO / PHOENIX / RICHMOND / WASHINGTON, DC

PLANNING &
TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE
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CDTLS can provide funding in
support of transportation facility construction or renovation.
Across the country local transit
services are building facilities
and promoting economic development through transportation.
Sustainable economic development can be dependent on an
intermodal transportation system
that includes rail or bus. Financing
is meant to facilitate or enhance
community transportation activities and to promote intermodal
activities and mobility.

Financing available with negotiable
terms and low interest rates.

CDTLS is dedicated to improving mobility opportunities and
enhancing economic development
through community transportation.

Dale J. Marsico, CCTM
1341 G Street, NW, 10th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
Tel: 202.415.9682
Fax: 202.737.9197
E-mail: marsico@ctaa.org
Web: www.ctaa.org

Why use CDTLS?
• Flexible financing options
• Negotiable interest rates
• Key partnerships
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Eligible Applicants: Private companies, non-profit organizations,
and state or local governments
supporting community transportation and intermodal activities.
Criteria: Adequate collateral and
a priority of promoting economic
development in low-income areas.
For further information or a loan
application contact:

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LENDER
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T R AN SP OR TAT I ON FAC I LITIE S & M U LTI- M O DA L C ENTE R S

Community Development

e2 Taxi: An Innovative Mobility Strategy
for a College Town
By Scott Bogren
Bloomington, Ind., a small city of just over
80,000, is one of dual personalities — one
centered around its historic downtown
square and the majestic Monroe County
Courthouse, a soaring 1908 structure constructed of native Limestone; the other
focused on Indiana University (IU) and its
campus of nearly 40,000 students.
The presence of IU— its students, faculty
and attendant amenities — makes Bloomington unique to other similarly sized communities. From large-scale sporting events
to productions at the University’s performing
arts center to local festivals, Bloomington is
a small town that often faces transportation
challenges more prevalent in much larger cities. For these reasons, it is an ideal incubator
for innovative mobility solutions.
Beginning in mid-January, Bloomington
has hosted the launch of a pioneering service
concept — e2 Taxi — that deploys state-ofthe-art rolling stock, technology and marketing to carve out a market share for taxis in
a community many might think too small to
support it.
“This idea has been in my head for a num-
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ber of years,” says e2 Taxi President and CEO
James McLary. “Taxis need to be a part of the
urban transportation infrastructure and can
really add to a community’s mobility network.”

Jan. 23 — saw 15 total trips. Last weekend,
daily ridership reached nearly 100. Indeed,
e2Taxi seems already to be living up to its
stated goal of being a Taxi for the 21st Century.

e2Taxi is already proving McLary’s idea
worthwhile. With e2 vehicles plying Bloomington’s streets, the service’s launch day —

An Ideal Incubator
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From the inception of the concept, McLary
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e2 Taxi
The IT Opportunity
For e2Taxi to succeed and win market
share in Bloomington — particularly among
students and professors — adapting readily
available technology was pivotal, right from
the launch.
“To bring the e2Taxi concept to life, we
knew that technology would play a critical role in both differentiated our service
and keeping down our costs,” says McLary.
“Bloomington is a community that embraces
this type of thinking.”

thought Bloomington an ideal location to
launch his new company. With family in the
area, he understood the unique travel demand patterns that the University brings to
Bloomington, as well as there being a builtin taxi-oriented customer base.
“Bloomington is an entry-friendly taxi community because it imposes no limits on the
number of taxis,” says McLary.
McLary has more than three decades of
experience in the transit and taxi arenas.
In addition to teaching at IU and managing e2Taxi, he is currently a United We Ride
Coordination Ambassador and has been a
member of the Board of Directors of the
Taxicab, Limousine and Paratransit Association (TLPA). He has owned and operated a
private paratransit business, and consulted
extensively around the country.
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In addition to having no limits on the number of taxis, McLary sought to use off-theshelf technology like geographic positioning systems and Google Maps to establish
e2Taxi’s fares, as opposed to the traditional
taxi meter system. This concept initially ran
afoul of the Indiana Department of Health’s
Weights and Measures program. Eventually,
e2Taxi was able to prove to regulators that
calculating fares using GPS and mapping
software allowed the company to establish a
pre-arranged agreement or contract with the
passenger. e2Taxi deploys ITCurves software
to make this work.
“Having this contract with a passenger
takes us out of the Weights and Measures
purview,” says McLary.

Previous Page

Currently, an IU student is developing a
smart phone application, or app, for e2Taxi.
The app — designed for both the iPhone and
Android platforms — will allow passengers
to book an e2Taxi trip completely from their
phone. The system will also take credit/debit
cards for payment, and has a pre-loaded
e2Taxi fare card in development that will
allow, for example, a parent to purchase a
certain amount of e2Taxi fare ahead of schedule and provide it to their student to ensure
safe transportation.
“To be competitive, we need to do everything we can to lower our costs and make
e2Taxi affordable,” says McLary. “Technology
is absolutely critical to meeting this goal,
which is why we choose ITCurves as our trip
scheduling software.”
e2Taxi is also using technology as a marketing tool. One need look no farther than
the scanable QR code on the side of all of
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e2 Taxi
its vehicles. Any local resident with a smart
phone can simply scan the code with their
phone, and they will immediately be taken
to the e2Taxi website with details on how to
book a trip, payment options, downloading
the system’s app and more.
“Make no mistake,” says McLary, “our vehicles are important marketing tools.”
Unique Rolling Stock
e2Taxi deploys two unique vehicle types:
the fully accessible MV-1, produced by the
Vehicle Production Group, and the Toyota
Prius. Each adds to the e2Taxi brand and image in specific ways.
The MV-1 is a built-from-the-ground-up
fully accessible vehicle manufactured in
Indiana. According to the Vehicle Production
Group, what makes the MV-1 revolutionary is that it specifically designed — and not
retrofitted — to meet and exceed ADA guidelines. It was unveiled to the public in early
January in New York City, where it is currently in use for field-testing.
With a London taxi-like appearance,
McLary would have preferred to use the MV1s exclusively at e2Taxi. But with gas prices
creeping ever upward, as well as needed a
vehicle with a proven track record of reliability, e2Taxi selected the Prius.
“I looked around to see some other taxi
fleets that are using the Prius, and talked to
them about their experience,” says McLary.
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“What I heard, from places like Arizona and
Vancouver, was they just keep running and
running, which was enough for me.”
McLary also knew that using unique
vehicles would add to e2Taxi’s branding and
allow the vehicles to stand apart. Because
e2Taxi vehicles can be flagged down by any
pedestrian, this visibility is important. What’s
more, one cannot underestimate the impact
of the more environmentally sensitive Prius
on a university-based clientele.
Connectivity
Another important facet of the e2Taxi, in
terms of adding to Bloomington’s mobility
network, is its interface with other modes
of transportation. Again, in a college environment this can be even more important
understanding that many students in the
community lack a personal automobile so the
first-mile, last-mile of many trips is a viable
market niche.
e2Taxi connects with several intercity
modes of transportation. For Amtrak passengers, e2Taxi serves both Mattoon, Ill., and
Indianapolis, Ind. The service books several
weekly trips to Indianapolis International
Airport (approximately 50 miles to the north)
and McLary and his staff are seeking to
establish service to connect local residents
with airport shuttle providers, as well.

Contracted service can provide a steady
stream of income to e2Taxi, and enhance
Bloomington’s connectivity at the same time.
Thus far, the e2 Taxi has established an ongoing commitment from a local hospital, but
e2Taxi officials hope to increase this book of
business in the near future.
Moving Forward
On its web site, e2Taxi asserts that it provides limousine quality service at taxi prices.
And while that seems undoubtedly accurate,
it only tells part of the e2Taxi service. The
real innovation that the e2Taxi illustrates is
integrating a customer-friendly, technologysavvy, demand-response mode of mobility
into a university setting.
“Places like Bloomington are unique,” says
McLary. “But we think the model we’re creating here has definite replicability in other
cities and communities around the nation.”

“The service to Indianapolis went crazy
during the Super Bowl,” says McLary.
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Innovative Campus Transportation Practices 101
By Scott Bogren
The proverbial campus bus is a long-standing
tradition in many college towns. That said,
a number of transit systems and colleges and
universities have stepped outside this traditional public transit mode to add pioneering
mobility to their campuses and surrounding
communities. What follows are five capsules
that highlight these innovative efforts, each
focusing on a specific mode:
University of Oregon — Eugene: In
2007, Eugene’s Lane Transit District (LTD)
launched a full-fledged bus rapid transit
(BRT) line — known locally at the Emerald
Express, or EmX — with two stops within
the University of Oregon campus. The 4-mile
long Green Line connects downtown Eugene

with downtown Springfield, and reached
annual ridership figures of greater than 1.6
million in FY 2009. In 2008, EmX was nominated for Sustainable Transportation Award,
where it won honorable mention. A full 60
percent of the Green Line operates along exclusive BRT right-of-way, allowing the line’s
buses to avoid traffic congestions and ensure
timely service. Currently, LTD is looking at
adding another BRT line to the system. This
new line, however, is embroiled in local politics and has been delayed.
West Virginia University — Morgantown:
The West Virginia University campus is
served by both the Mountain Line Transit
Authority as well as an iconic and historic
electric people mover unlike any other campus transit service in the U.S. Conceived

in the early 1970s and completed in 1975,
the Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) system
connects two sections of the WVU campus
together with downtown Morgantown, and
has provided more than 60 million rides in
its more than three decades of service. With
a passenger interface much like an elevator,
passengers select one of the five stations to
experience true demand-response service.
The PRT is also integrated fully with campus
bus service and park-and-ride facilities.
Texas State University — San Marcos and
Kyle: With the 2010 census expected to shift
these two small, but fast-growing communities between San Antonio and Austin into
a small-urban area, local leaders and Texas
State University are seeking to launch an
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urban transit district. The new district would
be designed to serve both local residents and
students at Texas State University. Though
plans are in the early stages, city officials
hope to be able launch the service as soon as
2013. In February, officials in Kyle and San
Marcos signed an agreement with the University to seek additional state and federal
investment for the proposed transit district.

operating South Lake Union line to the
densely populated University District.

Shared Cars — More than 100 universities and colleges across North America
have entered into agreements with Zipcar
to provide innovative, alternative transportation designed specifically with students
in mind. Under
these contracts, the
company provides a
University of Washington — Seattle: Last
variety of vehicles,
May, Seattle Mayor Mike McGinn ansimple reservation
nounced that four of the city’s biggest employers, including the University of Washing- technology and
ton, had agreed to contribute $65,000 to add marketing materials,
while the universities
a third streetcar to the South Lake Union
line during peak service hours. Officials from and colleges provide
parking and dedicated flex car staff. Accordthe University of Washington, Amazon, the
ing to Zipcar, the primary factors in these
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
emerging arrangements are the desire of uniand Group Health Cooperative acknowledged that the contribution came in response versity officials to stop building parking, and
to lessen the impact of private automobiles
to, “high employee demand.” Future streeton historic, picturesque campuses.
car expansions in the region include a University Line that would extend the currently
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University of Arizona – Tucson: The Tucson
Modern Streetcar project is a 3.9-mile fixed
transit system that will connect the City of
Tucson’s major activity centers including The
University of Arizona, the Arizona Health
Sciences Center, Downtown Tucson, the 4th
Avenue Shopping District, Main Gate Square
and the Mercado District, a redevelopment
area west of Interstate 10. When complete,
the modern streetcar project will include 18
stops, seven modern streetcar vehicles and a
maintenance and storage facility. The University of Arizona (UA) is the largest stakeholder
along the Modern Streetcar route. With
11,600 employees, the UA is the region’s largest public employer. The Modern Streetcar
project will allow the university to extend its
campus into nearby downtown areas. The
UA has grown to nearly 38,000 students and
does not have land available nearby to build
new classrooms and student living complexes.
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Transit and Community College Transportation
Partnership Benefits Campus and Community
By Pamela Friedman
Like other academic institutions, community
colleges have significant and unique mobility
challenges. In Northwest Arkansas, the local
transit provider and the region’s community
college partnered to provide better service and
provide access to jobs, education, health care and
much more.
Together, Ozark Regional Transit and the
NorthWest Arkansas Community College
(NWACC) co-fund three public transportation routes that have improved mobility for the
college’s students, faculty and staff. The routes
also link residents of the community at-large
with work and other quality-of-life destinations. This partnership led in part to NWACC’s
recognition as a Governor’s Work-Life Balance
Employer for establishing and providing the resources that support employees in balancing the
needs of both work and family. NWACC was
honored in 2008-09 and again in 2009-2010.
Ozark Regional Transit (ORT) has been
providing transportation services in Northwest
Arkansas since 1975. What began as service to
provide low-income residents and older adults
with demand-response transportation assistance in 1974, through the Economic Opportunity Agency of Washington County (EOA),
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has evolved to the provision of services in four
counties on 12 buses covering 10 fixed routes.
Fixed-route services began operation in the fall
of 2002 when the agency received its first federal Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC)
funds.
The partnership between ORT and NorthWest Arkansas Community College (NWACC)
was forged relatively recently, and the results
have improved transportation access for the
community as a whole. While the college
opened in Bentonville in 1990 with 1,200
students, NWACC’s student body has grown
substantially over the last few years, currently
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serving more than 15,000 credit and non-credit
students. Recognizing an untapped market
and an increased need for transit access to the
campus, ORT approached the college about five
years ago suggesting a bus route that incorporated on-campus stops. The first route began
operation at that time. The other routes, formed
between September 2008 and July 2010, continued the expansion of greater accessibility for
NWACC students, faculty and staff.
Overall, the increased bus access has been
a welcome amenity, especially since parking
around campus can be problematic. ORT’s accessible vehicles also allow individuals with dis-
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abilities easy access to the campus. In addition,
the routes provide general public riders access
to employment locations within Bentonville and
neighboring towns. While NWACC students,
faculty and staff with a current ID ride for free,
the general public rides for a fare of $1.25 per
trip. Monthly bus passes are also available.
Christy Reynolds, NWACC’s Staff Council
Chair, credits NWACC’s partnership with ORT
with helping the college showcase how public
transportation provides access to needed community resources while supporting NWACC’s
sustainability efforts. For instance, the recent
addition of bike racks to ORT buses allows
students to ride their bikes on campus, further
reducing fuel emissions and easing parking congestion. Other benefits to the college include
providing students and workers who may not be
able to drive with access to the college, which
she says benefits these riders both financially
and socially. In recognition of these efforts, the
college was recognized by the Arkansas Governor’s Work-Life Initiative for demonstration of
leadership in establishing and providing resources that support employees in balancing the
needs of both work and family.
One express route, serving the campus since
2008, proved to be so successful that a second express bus, traveling the same route, was
added in November 2009. That particular route
experienced an increase in ridership of over 200
percent during the first week of classes in 2010.
Upon announcement of the second express bus,
Phil Pumphrey, Executive Director of ORT sug-
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gested that increased transportation access to
the campus not only benefitted students, it ultimately improved access for the local workforce.
“More frequent service helps meet college
students’ schedules, thereby helping them make
ends meet in these more difficult economic
times. It also improves Northwest Arkansas’
workforce by improving skills of these students,
making them more valuable to employers,” says
Pumphrey.

averages 166 daily riders. Currently about 23
percent of the public riders using the express
route are non-students. Many of these riders
depend on the route to reach employment locations such as the Northwest Arkansas Mall and
the Scottsdale Center retail and dining area. In
addition, NWACC requested another route that
connects two of its campuses and the commuter
express. NWACC now provides the JARC match
for all three routes.

The express route incorporates service to major cities in Benton and Washington counties,
connecting with most of ORT’s other routes and

The addition of the second express bus,
which expanded services from five to 10 round
trips daily and reduced travel time by half, was
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initially supported with American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funding. In 2010,
funding support converted to JARC funding
with NWACC providing the required 50 percent
match. Not only does the second express bus
accommodate access to various employment
sites within the community, it created two new
jobs for the transit agency.
Currently ORT routes serve all campus locations with the exception of one facility located
in the very northwest section of the county.
Included among the service routes is the Adult
Education program, currently located in the
Center for Non-Profits in Rogers. The center
recently moved to this location to allow better
transportation access for adult education program participants. Although the routes provide
reduced service to the college when classes
are not in session, transit access does allow
students to meet with advisors, pay tuition and
purchase books prior to the first day of classes.
ORT and the college are currently exploring
funding alternatives to support full operation of
the routes throughout the school year.

on the other’s board.
In addition, ORT partnered with Razorback
Transit, using federal New Freedom funds to
improve sidewalks and joint passenger amenities at a regional mall. Razorback Transit
provides fare free transportation on University
of Arkansas campus locations and major off
campus living and shopping areas. Three ORT
routes connect with routes operated by Razor-

back to serve the community college campus.
ORT is also working towards passage of a sales
tax increase of ¼ of one percent to support
expanded transportation services in the region.
Plans are to include the tax increase on the
2011 ballot. NWACC has been very supportive of the effort because revenue gained if the
initiative passes could be used to further expand
transit services to the college.

ORT’s regional partnerships, developed to
address mobility issues within the community,
expand beyond working with the college. ORT
is involved with the legislatively established
Northwest Arkansas Regional Mobility Authority (NWARMA). NWARMA’s mission is
to provide leadership in the implementation
of regional highway and transit projects and
initiatives designed to meet current and future
mobility needs. Members of each entity serve
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A Report Card on Campus Transportation
Sustainability Efforts
This assessment of transportation sustainability
efforts at American universities and colleges
is excepted from The College Sustainability
Report Card – 2011, produced annually by
the Sustainability Endowments Institute. In
addition to transportation sustainability, it also
considers factors such as administration, climate change and energy, food and recycling,
green buildings, student involvement, endowment transparency, investment priorities and
shareholder engagement.

including public transportation, collegeoperated shuttles, and reduced-rate parking for carpools.
Key Findings
•

Half of schools have instituted bicyclesharing programs. These programs, at 50
percent of the schools, offer people an
alternative to driving short distances on
and around campus.

Overview

•

The Transportation category looks at how
schools promote alternative transportation
options through the policies and practices of
facilities management and of the administration. Points are awarded for:

More than half of the schools have carsharing programs. Fifty-one percent of
the schools make vehicles available to
community members for short-term rentals.

•

A majority of the schools provide reduced-fare passes for public transit.
Whether through subsidies, tax rebates,
or reimbursement, 61 percent of the
schools offer financial incentives to
students and/or employees for the use of
public transit.

•

Campus planning policies that promote
a pedestrian- and bike-friendly environment;

•

The availability of bike-sharing programs
and bike repair services. Inclusion of
alternative-fuel vehicles in the campus
fleet; and

•

Providing and incentivizing alternatives
to driving alone to and from campus,
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•

Alternative-energy vehicles are used in
86 percent of the schools’ fleets. These
included hybrids, electric carts, and vehicles fueled with biofuel, among many
other things.
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•

The average grade for the Transportation
category is B. For a summary of grade
distribution for this category, please refer
to the chart above.

Leading By Example
The list of Transportation Leaders is comprised of the schools that earned “A” grades
in this category. What follows is a list of 10
different institutions that all qualified for the
list. These summaries are based on data from
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each school’s profile page.
American University runs a ride-sharing site
and offers discounted rates and preferential
parking spots for carpoolers. The university
provides public transportation discounts, is
piloting the integration of public transit passes with school ID cards, and partners with a
car-sharing program. In addition, there is a
free, student-run, bike-lending program.
The University of Arizona offers ride-matching, preferable parking spots for carpoolers,
and discounts on the local public transit
system. UA also provides free transportation around campus on electric vehicles,
runs a bike-sharing program, and partners
with a car-sharing program. The campus is
bike friendly, with over 11,000 bike parking
spaces for campus community use. Half of
the student body travels to campus via alternative transportation methods.
Nearly a quarter of employees at Babson
College commute to campus via environmentally preferable methods. Limited preferred
parking is offered to students, staff, and faculty who carpool, and a shuttle is provided to
students free of charge to local area colleges
and mass transit hubs. A bike-sharing program is available to students at no cost, and
parking has been eliminated from central
areas on campus.
UCLA runs a vanpool program and offers
discounted parking passes to commuters
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who carpool or drive electric vehicles. The
university operates a free shuttle system,
with buses that run on natural gas, that
takes students around campus and to nearby
destinations. Seventy-five percent of students
and 47 percent of staff and faculty commute
to campus via environmentally preferable
methods.
Carnegie Mellon University’s students, staff,
and faculty are provided with free passes
for the public bus system, and a free shuttle
services off-campus destinations. Carpoolers receive reduced parking rates and prevalidated parking tickets for days when they
need to bring their own cars. The university
also partners with a car-sharing program.
George Mason University provides free bike
repair services twice a year in conjunction
with several local bike shops and has added
bike lanes to all roads on campus. The
university provides free shuttle service on
and around campus, as well as local public
transportation subsidies for faculty and staff.
Carpoolers have access to a ride-share board
and receive preferred parking spaces.
The University of Kentucky offers preferential parking to faculty and staff who carpool,
provides subsidized bus passes to students,
and operates a free on-campus shuttle. A free
bike-sharing program makes 125 bikes available for rental to members of the campus
community. The school also partners with
a car-sharing program and offers telecom-
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muting and condensed work week options to
full-time employees.
The Université Laval (Quebec) campus fleet
includes 125 electric vehicles for use in the
university’s underground tunnel network. Laval offers ride-matching as well as discounts
on bus passes for faculty, staff, and students.
A free bike rental program was started in
2006, and the Student Cooperative RoueLibre organizes free bicycle repair services
on campus.
The University of Nevada-Reno’s fleet includes six hybrids, 20 vehicles that run on
B20 biofuel or higher, and multiple electric
golf carts. Students and employees receive
significant discounts on local bus passes, and
the university runs a free city-to-campus bus
service and a campus shuttle. The university
offers discounted parking permits for carpoolers and coordinates an online ride-share
network.
More than half of students and employees
at Seattle University commute to campus via
environmentally preferable methods. Employees receive a 95 percent discount, and
students a 70 percent discount, on regional
transit passes. The university offers discounted parking passes and preferable parking incentives for carpooling. The campus is closed
to vehicular traffic during class hours.
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Grading the Campus Car-Sharing Market
By John Healy
Northcoast Research Partners recently
completed a quantitative survey and conversations with 35 college transportation
directors and administrators regarding the
adoption of car sharing on their college campuses. Based on Northcoast’s research, the
college campus market remains a small but
emerging market for car-sharing operators.
This research finds that most college
campuses that start a program see sizeable
growth rates in car sharing usage, growing 20-30 percent on a year-over-year basis.
Colleges and universities with car sharing
already fully deployed for two to three years
are experiencing total student body adoption
rates of about 10-15 percent.
Northcoast estimates that if all colleges
and universities in the country deployed car
sharing, the market size could evolve to $400
million to $1.65 billion in total revenues on
the long term, assuming that membership
fees and hourly usage rates remain consistent, and the penetration rate across the
entire U.S. hovers around 5-20 percent.
College campuses are looking at car sharing as an integral component of student life
and campus parking/transportation strate-
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as we begin to learn more about consumer
adoption and get a better view of competitors.
gies. The proliferation of car sharing on
college campuses is a result of the following
factors: schools looking to reduce the number of cars on campus, students looking to
fill transportation needs, increased flexibility
by members to “go as they please” and overall efforts to be “green.”
Without question, car sharing is on its way
to becoming mainstream in a number of top
car-share markets and college campuses. In
our opinion, 2011 and 2012 will stand as
important years for the car-sharing market
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Here are Northcoast’s key takeaways from
our conversations with transportation directors:
•

•

Universities appreciate the car-sharing
model as it cuts down on the need for
students to bring vehicles to school; it reduces issues with congestion and lack of
parking — two issues that many schools
encounter.
Colleges and universities are marketing
car-sharing offerings as a way to differentiate themselves to rival schools and
also as a way to promote environmental
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have any meaningful impact on the nearterm results of Zipcar, for example, the
largest on-campus car-sharing provider and
largest car-sharing company in the U.S.
The market as a whole remains fairly small
at this time, but Northcoast believes the
growth opportunity associated with cars on
college campuses remains significant.
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

friendliness campaigns.
Schools with programs expect the growth
of members and fleet will approximate
20-30 percent in the near future as the
offerings become better known and embraced by students.
Schools typically see car-sharing utilization rates highest on the weekends and
lowest during the midweek — similar to
car-sharing use in urban settings.
The biggest complaint is in regards to vehicle shortages primarily on the weekend.
Car-sharing gives way to additional innovation as “second generation” car-sharing
initiatives begin to emerge, such as ride
sharing and community vehicle programs.
Two-way texting and use of mobile apps
are popular and give students the ability
to reserve vehicles on the go.
Applications created by operators like
Zimride, a carpooling/brokering community, provide for a “car-light” operating
environment.
There is an element of rising competition
on college campuses as rental car companies begin to explore the market.
Some transportation directors feel the
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future could bring multiple drop-off and
pick-up locations for cars for better accessibility.
Car-Share Marketing
Our research suggests that colleges and
universities are deploying additional marketing campaigns in an effort to increase the
use of car sharing on campus.

John Healy – a research analyst with Northcoast Research Partners – covers the car rental
sector within his business services area of
focus. Northcoast Research Partners is an institutional equity research firm that specializes
in car rental, among many other industries.
This article originally appeared in Auto Rental
News.

The following are methods used by colleges
and universities to market car sharing:
• Marketing campaigns during freshmen
orientation programs.
• Regularly available marketing materials
on campus.
• Monthly email campaigns to student
bodies.
• On-campus car-sharing representatives
during program launch.
• Campus signage (e.g. flyers, banners,
and bus shelters).
While the competitive environment will
likely get more crowded in time, increased
attention from viable competitors has yet to
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A Day’s Journey in Vanpooling:
Convenience and Community for Commuters
By Greg Bump

keep it tidy I make this one simple rule.”

Vanpooling – most commonly associated
with routine commutes in large metropolitan
areas – can also be an effective resource for
campus communities. This report from the
University of Milwaukee-Mason highlights the
important and dynamic role vanpooling plays
on a daily basis.

For long-distance commuters, there are
many transportation options. Many drive
their own vehicles, which can be complicated
by traffic or parking availability and expense.
Some ride commercial and bus lines. Still
others, like Castillo, choose the state Department of Administration’s vanpool program for
its ease and relatively low cost.

Mark Castillo pilots a state vanpool van
with an even hand.
Castillo, grants manager at the University of Wisconsin–Madison Department of
Mathematics, selects a radio station that will
have the broadest appeal. He doesn’t have a
problem with beverages in the van, though
he does encourage his riders to share when
feasible.
He admits that he can be a stickler when it
comes to one rule.
“If you bring it on the van you have to take
it off the van,” Castillo says.
“As long as they don’t leave the trash behind I really don’t care if people eat on the
van, and since I’m the one responsible to
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A 2010 survey by Transportation Services
showed that 20 percent of UW–Madison
employees live between 11 and 25 miles from
Full-time rider fares are based on the numcampus, and nine percent live 26 or more
miles away. Six percent of those who respond- ber of riders and mileage, and the fees are
ed to the survey said they participate in a car deducted pre-tax for state employees.
or vanpool every day, while 83 percent said
For some, the rigid schedule of sharing
they never participate in a car or van pool.
transportation with a vanload of others can
The state has 84 vans located across south- be a deterrent to vanpooling. But Dori Klapper says having to get up extra early to catch
ern Wisconsin from Milwaukee to Richland
the van that takes her to campus is worth it.
Center.
Some communities have multiple vans to
choose from, and several vans are looking for
additional riders. Those interested in learning
more about the vanpools are encouraged to
contact a local van coordinator.
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Klapper, a payroll and benefits specialist
at the Division of Student Life who lives in
Beaver Dam, roughly 40 miles northeast of
Madison, sets her alarm for 4:30 a.m. so she
can leave home in time to arrive in Columbus
at 5:15 a.m. to catch the vanpool. She arrives
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at Bascom Hill between 6:15 and 6:30 a.m.
When her work day ends at 3:15 p.m.
Klapper reverses course, meeting up with her
vanpool at 3:35 p.m., reaching Columbus at
about 4:30 or 4:45 p.m., and getting home at
about 5 p.m.
Klapper says the early mornings don’t
bother her, particularly when she considers
her cost to vanpool to campus averages just
$5 a day, far cheaper than driving to Madison and paying for a parking spot that might
be blocks from her workplace. She also likes
being able to sit back and let someone else do
the driving.
“You can ride and read or chat and relax,”
Klapper says. “I have to say I do miss my car
at times as you just do not have the freedom
anymore to come and go. But a person does
adjust.”
Castillo is a veteran of three different van
pools and has been taking part in the program as a rider, coordinator or driver for
nearly 19 years.
He first got involved in vanpool when he
lived in Watertown, then led a vanpool effort when he moved to Sun Prairie. Now that
he lives in Janesville, Castillo drives a van to
campus.
Castillo says the vanpool has been a good
way to get to know colleagues. People get
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along well, he says, but he does mention that
a measure of tolerance is helpful.

all it can build a sense of community while
getting where you need to go.”

“I would say if someone is thinking about
the van pool option, but know themselves to
be less patient with other people’s shortcomings, then maybe it’s not for you,” Castillo
says.
“Some riders like to chat, while others
drown out everything with their headphones.
Still others will try to get some work done
during their commute,” Castillo says. “All in

Greg Bump is a writer for University of
Wisconsin-Madison News, the communications arm for the University. His article originally appeared there on February 2.
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Connecting Where It Counts: Bringing Passenger
Feedback Automation to Campus Transit Operations
By Mitch Skyer
Turning the voice of the consumer on campuses
across the country into service excellence is now
as simple as having the right technology, asking
the right questions, evaluating responses and
taking action. This once tedious process has
now gone high tech with the mobile automation tool – BusBuzz Text Connect, produced by
Solstice Transportation Group.
Customer Service programs should create a
baseline for customer satisfaction levels, measure
changes in perception and performance, and
provide a continuous feedback loop. BusBuzz
Text Connect has now automated the collection
of customer feedback by allowing passengers to
connect with operations and share their experiences through their mobile phones while it is
still fresh on their minds – effectively serving
as hundreds of eyes and ears in the field. This
real-time feedback allows college and university
transit operations professionals to react quickly
and continually improve service by embedding
the voice of the customer in everyday workflows.
The mobile channel is an incredibly powerful
tool, with mobile penetration in the U.S. at over
80 percent. Transit operations professionals at
colleges and universities across the country are
using BusBuzz Text Connect to create conversa-
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tions between passengers and operations, turn
passengers into loyal ambassadors, and streamline their customer service processes.
Through this easy-to-use solution, passengers
simply scan a QR (Quick Response) Code or text
a number to operations to engage. They then
instantly receive a message allowing them to
answer specific questions and/or provide comments. An email including the comment, time,
date, bus number and sender’s contact information is immediately sent to management, allowing them to quickly take the appropriate action
and respond to the customer in a timely manner.
Mitch Skyer is the President & Senior Consultant
at Solstice Transportation Group . Founded in
January 2007, Atlanta-based Solstice Transportation Group provides large institutions, such as
colleges & universities, medical and health care
facilities, municipalities, residential communities, and corporate campuses with the operational
plans and implementation tools to develop transportation systems.
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ANNOUNCING

The Competitive Edge:

Making Community and Public Transit
the Best Alternative for Medical Transportation
Today there is never-before-seen complexity in the non-emergency medical transportation field. Limited

funding combined with growing patient loads has states seeking intermediaries that can control costs
through competition. Community and public transportation providers must become efficient, safe, costeffective and accountable to maintain these important medical transportation services. The Community
Transportation Association, in response to requests from its members, is introducing a new initiative this
fall —the Competitive Edge — which will give community and public transit providers the tools, resources
and benefits they need to make them central players in this new medical transportation environment. Here’s
what the Competitive Edge encompasses:

Intermodalism...
Economic Development...
Land Use and Values...
The only publication
telling the real story of
today’s passenger rail revival

1

$6.99 US
$10 Canada

$6.99 US
$10 Canada

For subscription information
contact Scott Bogren at
bogren@ctaa.org

2

Sign up for our
monthly FastMail for
RAIL Enewsletter by
emailing
fastmailrail@ctaa.org

3

The Competitive Edge Training
CTAA has developed an all-new training course that combines and
emphasizes the following topics:
• Value: Determining the true cost of service
• Pricing: Lowering your costs to be competitive
• Negotiation: Winning through persuasion
• Accountability: Building a recordkeeping and reporting process
• Training: Focusing on the patient
Access to the Transit Industry’s Best Resources and Training
You don’t need to have all the answers, you need to have access to
them when you need them. Here’s how the Competitve Edge helps:
• Peers and Information Sharing: CTAA will put you in contact with
your industry peers, where you can learn from experience
• On-Line Library and Resource Holdings: The most timely resources, news and research, all housed on CTAA’s medical transportation website
• CTAA staff: Our professional staff are always available to offer
analysis and insight
• Important training and certification programs such as the Certified Safety and Security Manager, PASS Driver Certification, and
the soon-to-be released Medi-PASS Driver Certification.
Valuable CTAA Member Benefits
As part of the Competitive Edge initiative, the Association has
developed a cohesive set of benefits to ensure your operation is
efficient and cost-effective:
• The Insurance Store: Through an exclusive agreement with Arthur
J. Gallagher Insurance, members can access the best coverage at
the lowest price
• Energy Program: CTAA members pay less for fuel and energy with
our FleetCards program and other energy management initiatives

Please go to www.ctaa.org/competitiveedge to learn how you can bring the Competitive Edge to your state. As
always, CTAA training staff are available to help tailor this new program to your precise needs. Please call Charles
Dickson at 202.247.8356 or email dickson@ctaa.org for all the details on this unique opportunity!
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Transit Notes
passengers to reach appointments scheduled
between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. at several
locations in Iowa City. The return trip makes
stops in Iowa City between 4:00 and 4:30
p.m., returning to Mason City by 7:30 p.m.
The service requires reservations 24 hours in
advance.

New Medical Transportation Shuttle Connects University of Iowa Hospitals, Clinics
and Iowa Cities
On Feb. 1, a new shuttle service overseen
by the North Iowa Area Council of Governments (NIACOG) began operations, connecting hospitals and clinics in the University of Iowa healthcare system in Iowa City
with Mason City, about three hours to the
northwest. The regional intercity route –
dubbed the Saints Shuttle – is provided by
Region 2 Transit, which serves eight counties in northern Iowa. The Shuttle is sponsored by investment through NIACOG, the
United Way of North Central Iowa, the Iowa
Department of Transportation and the Federal Transit Administration’s New Freedom
program.
A roundtrip fare on the new service is $20
and the bus leaves the North Iowa Joint
Transit Facility in Mason City on Wednesdays and Thursdays at 6:00 a.m., allowing
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“We seek to improve access to health care,”
said Jennifer Kammeyer, the chief professional officer of United Way of NorthCentral Iowa. “Vulnerable individuals and
families including elderly, disabled, or low
income, often need access to better healthcare facilities but don’t have the resources
needed, whether it be a car, license or gas
money. We will begin working with communities along the avenue that are experiencing this need. And we hope to be able to
pick people up from places along the avenue
other than Mason City.”
“The Saints Shuttle reflects the recognition
of the outstanding health care that’s provided
to our patients,” said University of Iowa
Health Care spokesman Tom Moore. “That
our patients are willing to travel such distances to receive that excellent care.”

end route and will add a new lunch-time
shuttle operation for the fall 2012 semester.
The new Purple Line augments the system’s
existing Red, Blue, Yellow and Green lines,
the latter two of which do not run on weekends. Purple Line buses will connect not
only the University’s main campus, but also
off-campus locations such as Campus Creek,
University Trails and the West Jackson Avenue district, as well as the local Walmart.
The lunch shuttle will link the campus with
Oxford’s downtown square and operate every
ten minutes on weekdays, connecting students with local businesses.

Oxford-University Transit Expands
Service to Meet Demand

“The purple line was created in response to
people on the green and yellow lines who
were having trouble with transportation,”
said Oxford City Planner Tim Akers.

Responding to calls to improve service on
weekends and non-peak hours, Oxford-University Transit – which serves the University
of Mississippi and its surrounding community in Oxford – recently added a new week-

“It’s definitely going to help me out a lot with
living in University Trails,” said University of
Mississippi Sophomore Tyler Ferrell. “So I
feel like it’s a smart idea and that it will definitely serve its purpose.”
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The network’s expanding options were made
possible through increased investment from
the Oxford Board of Aldermen and the
University of Mississippi. Oxford-University
Transit has benefited from a mix of state, local and University investment since its inception. The system is also constructing a new
transit facility, which will open for operations
this summer.
ing the summer and holiday seasons, while
a special shuttle route runs on Sundays. The
system also includes a special Football Route
for Tigers’ home game days.

LSU Benefits from Upgraded Campus
Transit Options
In 2009, Louisiana State University (LSU)
in Baton Rouge formed its own campus
transit network – the Tiger Trails Transit
System – to augment the options offered by
the region’s larger transit provider, Capital
Area Transit System (CATS). The service is
free to any rider, while anyone with an LSU
identification card can access CATS routes
for free as well. With seven routes operating on weekdays during school sessions from
7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Tiger Trails utilizes
a mix of 40-foot buses and body-on-chassis
vehicles. More limited service operates dur-
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First Transit operates, maintains and manages the service under a five-year contract
with LSU. All Tiger Trails vehicles feature
bike racks as well as improved ventilation
and air conditioning for Baton Rouge’s high
temperatures and humidity. The system also
recently launched a GPS-based bus tracking
program that can be utilized on both the web
and smart phone applications.
“The students agreed to a fee increase to be
able to put it out for a bid and get a company
like First Transit to come in and provide the
service,” said William Waters, General Manager for First Transit and Tiger Trails. “They
were looking for something, basically, that
had newer buses with more technology.”
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Students Benefit from Transit-University
Partnership for Free Passes at University
of New Mexico
More than 20 percent of the 34,000 students
at the University of New Mexico (UNM)
utilize free rides on Albuquerque’s local ABQ
RIDE transit network as their primary method of reaching campus, with another five
percent utilizing the option as a secondary
transportation alternative. Due to the strong
reaction to the program – which began in
2007 after New Mexico State Representative
Gail Chasey authored legislation to support
it – UNM officials and ABQ RIDE leaders
are working together to improve transit options across the region, such as new, more
high-tech buses, additional route options,
including bus rapid transit, and expanded
service hours.
Full investment to support the free rides
comes from the city of Albuquerque, UNM
funds and student fees. Rep. Chasey used
similar free-ride programs at the University
of Texas in Austin and the University of Col-
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orado in Boulder as models for the initiative.
The free rides program is also available to
faculty and staff of the University, and school
officials estimate that more than 73,000 trips
are made to the campus every day.
“When we can have thousands of people not
coming in single-occupant vehicles but coming in some alternative form like the city bus
system, like an improved bicycle program,
like increased trips by pedestrians, it positively impacts the region,” said Robert Nelson, Interim Director of UNM Parking and
Transportation Services.
“I don’t think I envisioned this great of success, I really don’t,” said Rep. Chasey. “I
think that I thought a discreet number of
people would appreciate it. I had no idea it
would balloon like it has.”
Skyrocketing Ridership by Campus
Commuters in Santa Barbara
With ridership on the Santa Barbara Mass
Transit District’s (MTD) Line 15X – which
serves the campuses of both Santa Barbara
City College (SBCC) and the University of
California – Santa Barbara (UCSB) – transit
officials are testing a new 62-foot, articulated
bus to provide needed additional capacity.
The articulated bus – on a one-month loan
from manufacturer, Nova Bus – can seat 62
passengers with another 50 standing, allowing for more riders to board a single bus trip
than on the system’s current 40-foot buses,
which can accommodate 80 passengers. If
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and President of SBCC. “And I hope they
will because in terms of impact on our students, I cannot overstate how important it is
that they can get on the bus.”
Georgia Southern University to Upgrade
of Buses, Passenger Amenities

MTD’s leaders find the vehicle meets the
route’s growing ridership needs, it will likely
purchase additional articulated vehicles from
Nova Bus.
75 percent of SBCC students depend on
MTD routes to reach campus, while parking
at UCSB is often at a premium for commuter students. The 15X Line serves the popular
Isla Vista neighborhood, where a large concentration of off-campus student housing
options are available, along with retail and
commercial activity. MTD drivers assigned to
the route have received additional training in
order to operate the longer, articulates buses.

Georgia Southern University (GSU) – located in Statesboro and the fifth-largest
university in Georgia, with more than 20,000
students and another 1,000 faculty and staff
– is moving ahead with plans to replace most
of its bus fleet and new kiosks at several bus
stops for the University’s campus transit
network. The system – which is supported by
student fees – operates two routes with buses operating every three to four minutes on
weekdays between 7:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Less frequent service operates in the late
afternoons and evenings Monday through
Thursday. The bus replacement effort will
introduce more durable and user-friendly
vehicles, while switching from clean natural
gas to biodiesel fuel.

“The problem is we have so many riders and
not enough service,” said MTD General
Manager Sherrie Fisher. “Eighty-eight times
in one month, we’ve had to refuse service to
students. We’re hoping to avoid that.”
“It’s a win-win for our students and MTD’s
commitment to providing the best service
that it can for its community, and the trial
here is to make sure that this bus will work,”
said Jack Friedlander, Acting Superintendent
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Meanwhile, new bus shelters and kiosks will
be installed at the system’s main bus stop at
the Forest Drive Building. The new shelters
will offer riders an improved waiting location
from the region’s varying weather conditions
in both winter and summer. GSU officials
expect the new buses to be delivered for the
fall 2013 semester, while the new shelters
and kiosks will be installed by the end of
April.
“Our current fleet of buses are just worn
out,” said Kristi Bryant, GSU’s Director of
Parking and Transportation. “We’re experiencing numerous mechanical issues that
are causing us to lose some service, meaning we’re not running the amount of routes
we need to be running and providing the
amount of service we need to be providing.
Also, the kiosks will be nice on rainy days for
students to have something to gather under,
or those hot summer days to have a little bit
of shade; benches so you can sit while you
wait for the bus.”

New Benefits for Members! Join Today!
Becoming a member of the Community Transportation Association of
America presents an ever-growing pool of benefits and services, including:
•
•
•
•
•

New Certified Safety and Security Manager (CSSM) Training
Access to the Insurance Store at CTAA
The Latest Policy Analysis and an Effective Voice in Washington
Technical Assistance Programs and Information Resources
Discounted PASS Driver Training and Certification

Become a member of the Community Transportation Association today by
contacting our Membership Director, Caryn Souza, at 202.294.6527 or
souza@ctaa.org, or visit www.ctaa.org/join.

DigitalCT and Full Accessibility
As with everything we do at CTAA, we strive to ensure that our publications are fully accessible to everyone. In the production of this digital publication,
we only employ widely used technology that comes standard with most computers. The pdf files we create are those most commonly used by readers of
such files. That said, we know that we can always improve this publication’s accessibility and we’d like your help. We want everyone to be able to make
best use of this digital magazine. If we can provide any of the articles or content in a different format, please let us know at cteditor@ctaa.org.
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ABOUT US
Community Transportation Magazine is the voice of the Community
Transportation Association, a national association dedicated to making
mobility alternatives available to all Americans. The Association’s Board
of Directors provides national leadership and direction for the Association. The Board relies on the special expertise of its State and Tribal
Delegate Council to assist in their important efforts.

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Ann Gilbert, President; Barbara Cline,
CCTM, Vice President; Moses Stites, CCTM, Treasurer; William McDonald, Secretary; Ann August; Charles Carr; Rochelle Cotey; Santo
Grande, CCTM; Robert P. Koska; Dave Marsh; John McBeth; Dave
O’Connell; Fred Schmidt, PhD.; David White and William Osborne.
Ex-Officio Directors: Dan Dirks CCTM; Jo Ann Hutchinson, Reginald
Knowlton, CCTM; Richard Doyle; Roland Mross.
OUR STATE & TRIBAL DELEGATE COUNCIL: Alabama • Taylor Rider;
Alaska • David Levy; Arizona • Jeff Meilbeck; Arkansas • Betty Bradshaw; California • Jeff Webster; Colorado • Hank Braaksma, CCTM;
Connecticut • Tom Cheeseman; Delaware • Ken Bock, CCTM; Florida •
Cathy Brown; Georgia • Robert Hiett; Hawaii • Don Medeiros, CCTM;
Idaho • Cecelia Hockett, CCTM; Illinois • Tom Zucker, CCTM; Indiana
• Sue Chapple, CCTM; Iowa • Shirley Helgevold; Kentucky • Beecher
Hudson; Louisiana • Donna Lavigne; Maine • Jim Wood; Maryland •
Sherry Burford, CCTM; Massachusetts • Jack Mastrangelo; Michigan
• Dan Wedge; Minnesota • Mike Ness; Mississippi • John Johnson;  
Missouri • Randy Beem, CTPA; Montana • Ron Wenger; Nebraska •
Georgia Janssen; Nevada • Debbie Dauenhauer ; New Hampshire •
Van Chesnut; New Jersey • Steve Fittante, CCTM; New Mexico • David Harris, AICP; New York • Damon Mustaca, CCTM; North Carolina
• Vincent Brown, CCTM; North Dakota • Darrell Francis, CCTM; Ohio
• Kristina Reider; Oklahoma • Charla Sloan, CCTM; Oregon • Elaine
Wells; Pennsylvania • William Peterson, CCTM; Rhode Island • Doug
Wood; South Carolina • Lynnda Bassham; South Dakota • Ronald
Baumgart; Tennessee • Chris Kleehammer; Texas • Margie Lucas;
Utah • Todd Beutler, CCTM; Vermont • Jim Moulton; Virginia • Curtis
Andrews; Washington • Kelly Scalf; West Virginia • David Bruffy; Wisconsin • Greg Seubert; and Wyoming • Sean Solan. Tribal Delgates:
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians • Kathi Littlejohn; Navajo Nation •
Lee Bigwater; Sitka Tribe of Alaska • Camille Ferguson
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An Exciting Member Benefit: Take Control of
Your Insurance
The Insurance Store at CTAA offers a menu of insurance and employee benefits products and services available to CTAA members through leading insurance professionals at Arthur J Gallagher Risk Management Services, Inc. and
Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc., subsidiaries of Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
Through group buying power, CTAA members can obtain more comprehensive
coverage, superior customer service, state-of-the-art risk management services
and more competitive insurance pricing for their employees and their systems.
Take control of your insurance; own it, don’t rent it.

Technical Assistance
How do you know if you have the right amount of insurance? The Insurance
Store at CTAA can provide you tools to help evaluate your current program
through a variety of techniques including coverage analysis and comparison,
loss analysis and forecasting. Contact us now for a comprehensive confidential
insurance review.

Risk Management Services
Our goal is to help you manage your overall cost of risk, and obtaining insurance coverage is only one part of that. The Insurance Store at CTAA can support your objectives by managing the claims-handling process, by helping you
identify major areas of exposure, and by bringing you additional ways of managing risk.
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Visit The Insurance Store at CTAA for Full Details
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